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WHAT ARE WE LEARNING ABOUT? 
 HOMEWORK 

 

Topic 

Our topic is: Technology- Past, Present 

and Future. This topic choice is based 

on the children’s suggestions – 

something that most wanted to find out 

about. So far, we have discussed what 

technology actually is as well as 

tracking the journey of many well-

known items (e.g. the computer, the 

mobile phone, the car etc). Children will 

be comparing the differences between 

old and new technological developments 

as well as making predictions about 

what they think these items might look 

like in the future. 

History objectives:  

L4 : I identify where periods I have 

studied fit within a chronological 

framework. 

L5: I recognise and describe change 

and continuity.                                                 

I describe events, people and some 

features of past societies and periods.                       

I suggest reasons for continuity and 

change in history. 

Vocabulary for this topic: 
Technology Inventor Society 

Developments Biography Influence 

Timeline Advert Advancement 

Journey Industrial 

Revolution 

Improvement 

Invention AD/BC Development 

 

 

Writing 

We have been writing some fantastic 

story endings- ask your child what the 

different types of endings are and see 

if they can identify them in books and 

films. 

As part of our current topic, children 

will be writing information texts, 

adverts, biographies and explanation 

texts. 

Maths 

This half term we will be learning how 

to: measure angles, calculate area and 

perimeter, time and timetables, find all 

types of symmetry, shape rotation and 

translation and continue to build upon 

the number and calculation strategies 

we looked at last half term. There will 

be a mental maths test every Friday. 

RE 

This half term’s topics are:  

SOURCES- The Bible, the special book 

for the church  and UNITY - Eucharist 

enabling people to live in communion. 

Science 

We will be investigating circuits and 

finding out about forces. 

As stated last term, children are 

expected to read every night at home 

and need to be exposed to a wide 

variety of texts (e.g. newspapers, 

instructions, menus, adverts etc). 

Your child will be set homework each 

week which will usually be given out on a 

Friday and collected in the following 

Tuesday.  

Children will be expected to do their 

own independent work too, for example; 

using Mymaths and BBC Bitesize to 

consolidate work they have been doing 

in class or topics that they have found 

difficult, alongside work that has been 

set for them. 

This half term, children will be given 

Revision guides to prepare for the 

upcoming SATs tests in May. More 

information to follow. 

We are currently in the process of 

adding to our new blog- follow the link 

on the school website to find out what 

we have been up to! 

Please note: our PE days have changed 

to Tuesday and Thursday. This is 

because a gymnastic teacher from 

LINKs is doing our Tuesday session this 

half term. Thursday afternoons will be 

hockey with Mrs Gill.  

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOUR CHILD 

HAS THEIR PE KIT IN SCHOOL. 

Welcome back to the new school term. 

Y6 have already made a very promising and positive start; 
producing some fantastic work and really pushing 
themselves! 

Here is what you can expect from the first half term in 2014. 


